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EuroNanoMed III is funded under the ERA-NET Cofund scheme of the Hori-
zon 2020 Research and Innovation Framework Programme of the European 

Commission Research Directorate-General, Grant Agreement No. 723770

According to the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
the ENMIII webpage informs on respective policies

EuroNanoMed III Results of the 
Joint Transnational call 2018

“European Innovative Research & Technological 
Development Projects in Nanomedicine”

12 successful consortia are funded with a total
investment of about 9 million € for three years
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ABISENS
Monitoring of Acquired Brain Injury and recovery biomarkers by the combined 
label-free nanoSensing of multiple circulating molecules

Laura M. Lechuga

The evaluation of patients after 
brain injuries, which produces 
severe impairments, remains 
a major unmet clinical need. 
Nowadays the diagnosis, 
prognosis and the efficacy of 
rehabilitation treatments are 
mainly assessed by clinical 
examinations, neuroimaging 
and electrophysiological tests 
during a long hospitalization 
stay. The aim of our proposal is 
to offer as an alternative a new 
nanobiosensor platform able to 
identify and quantify multiple 
brain biomarkers in blood with 
high sensitivity and in a short 
time.

The new biosensor platform will employ nanophotonic waveguide circuits in combination 
with oligonucleotide chemistry. The project will be characterized by a strong interdisciplinary 
and translational nature resulting from the meeting between real clinical needs and high-
level technological integration of biosensing and bimolecular aspects. The final tool will be 
validated on samples from 40 brain injury patients.

Coordinator:  
Laura M. Lechuga, Consorcio 
Centro de Investigación 
Biomédica en Red, M.P. 
Barcelona, Spain

Contact: 
laura.lechuga@icn2.cat

Partners: 
Caterina Pistarini,  Instituti Clinici Scientifici 
Maugeri Spa Società Benefit , Pavia, Italy

Carmelo Di Primo, Institut Européen de 
Chimie et Biologie, Pessac, France 
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Coordinator:  
Arianna B. Lovati, IRCCS Orthopedic 
Institute Galeazzi, Milan, Italy

Contact: 
arianna.lovati@grupposandonato.it

ANNAFIB
Antimicrobial Nano-Functionalization of Peptide-enriched Silk Fibroin matrices 
to prevent bone infections and to enhance implant osseointegration in 
orthopaedics and dentistry

Arianna B. Lovati

Bacterial biofilm is a leading cause of infections in orthopaedics and dental implantology. 
Current antibiotic prophylaxis or therapy is inadequate to prevent biofilm formation and 
generates antibiotic resistance. The multidisciplinary approach of ANNAFIB combines tissue 
engineering and antimicrobial strategies to develop new products based on antimicrobial 
nano-functionalized silk fibroin-based scaffolds (ANF-PSF) to treat bone and/or periodontal 
infections.
The ANF-PSF local delivery of antibiotics with controlled release profiles and the modification of 

implant devices with osteoinductive 
properties represent an innovative 
and synergistic approach to promote 
the bone deposition and to impede 
the biofilm formation in a one-step 
surgery. The ANNAFIB strategy will 
be validated through a translational 
approach in preclinical models. 
The ANNAFIB products are expected 
to enhance bone and periprosthetic 
tissue regeneration together 
with antibacterial activities, as a 
novel therapeutic tool for biofilm-
related infections in orthopaedics 
(osteomyelitis and prosthetic joint 
infections) and dentistry (chronic 
periodontitis and septic implant 
loosening).

Partners: 
Giuliano Freddi, Silk Biomaterials 
s.r.l., Lomazzo (COMO), Italy, 
(Associated partner)
Zili Sideratou, National Centre for 
Scientific Research “Demokritos”, 
Athens, Greece
Cristin Coman, Cantacuzino 
Institute, Bucharest, Romania
Carlos E. Nemcovsky, Tel Aviv 
University, Tel Aviv, Israel
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Coordinator:  
Neus G. Bastús, Institut Català de 
Nanociència i Nanotecnologia , 
Cerdanyola del Vallès,  Spain

Contact: 
neus.bastus@icn2.cat

CONCORD
Cationic Gold nanoparticles mediated mRNA cytoplasmatic-targeted delivery for 
production of CAR-T lymphocytes for Chronic Lymphoid Leukemia immunotherapy

Neus G. Bastús

Chimeric Antigen Receptor T (CAR T) cell therapy is a type of immunotherapy based in the ex-vivo 
engineering of patient’s T-lymphocytes to produce special receptors on their surface that target 
specifically tumoral cells when re-introduced. However since today’s CAR T lymphocytes stay 
active indefinitely, patients experience permanent eradication of B-cells and require monthly 
infusions of immunoglobulins for survival. To overcome this problem, mRNA transfections are 
increasingly used for transient protein overexpression. Unfortunately, the use of mRNA as an 
overexpression tool is challenging since isolated mRNA is easily degraded, and protein levels 
quickly decline faster. In this context, we propose to bind the mRNA to Au (solid and hollow) 
nanoparticles functionalized with 
amine terminated groups -for 
protein sponge and endosomal 
escape- as a safer way to 
transport mRNA to the cytosol via 
endocytosis. We aim to control 
the slow release of the loaded 
mRNA inside the cell, therefore 
extending the mRNA half-life and 
protein expression. 

Partners: 
Manel Juan Otero, Hospital Clínic de 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Giovanna Damia, IRCCS-Istituto di 
Ricerche Farmacologiche “Mario 
Negri”, Milan, Italy
Rafi Korenstein, Tel Aviv University, 
Tel Aviv, Israel
Ignasi Gispert, Applied 
Nanoparticles, Barcelona, Spain, 
(Associated partner)
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Coordinator:  
Fabio Corsi, Istituti Clinici Scientifici 
Maugeri S.p.A. SB, Pavia, Italy 

Contact: 
fabio.corsi@icsmaugeri.it

CurcumAGE
Ferritin- Nanocages for the Anti-Aging Treatment Based on Curcuminoids

Fabio Corsi

For the first time in history, the world population is rapidly becoming older. This trend 
is associated with a wide range of new social and clinical problems that pose significant 
challenges. Among them, the decline of cognitive function is particularly problematic as, in still 

not understood situations, it 
can degenerate in pathological 
conditions such as Alzheimer’s 
disease. CurcumAGE project 
was designed to tackle this 
issue. In CurcumAGE we 
intend to make use of Ferritin 
nanoparticles for the delivery 
of some natural and synthetic 
molecules to the brain. These 
molecules were previously 
reported by in vitro studies 
to act as potential antiaging 
drugs but further development 
was hampered by the fact that 
they are not soluble in water. 
To test the anti-aging 
properties of our nanodrugs 
we will make use of a wide 
range of tools available in the 

consortium such as primary cell cultures, transcriptomics analysis, telomeres length analysis 
and an animal model of aging. We thus hope that CurcumAGE could help in the fight against 
the global emergency of dementia by using nanotechnology.

Partners: 
Cristina Cereda ,National 
Neurological Institute C. Mondino , 
Pavia, Italy
Aristidis Tsatsakis, University of 
Crete, Heraklion ,Greece
Miriam Hickey, University of Tartu, 
Tartu, Estonia 
John Cashman, Human Biomolecular 
Research Institute, San Diego, CA, 
USA (Associated partner)
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Coordinator:  
Joan Genescà, Vall d’Hebron 
University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain

Contact: 
jgenesca@vhebron.net

NANOSIM
Biodegradable Nanoparticles of Simvastatin as New Therapeutic Tool for 
Chronic Liver Disease

Joan Genescà

Liver cirrhosis is the fifth cause of death in adults aged 50 to 70 years. Unfortunately, there is 
no treatment available to stop or slow the progression of this chronic disease.
Statins are drugs known by their effect on cholesterol synthesis and widely used in cardiovascular 
diseases. Likewise, they additionally have multiple beneficial intrahepatic effects. However, 
their main side effects of muscle and liver toxicity limit the doses to be used, conditioning the 
effectiveness of the treatment.
With this in mind, we propose the development of biodegradable nanoparticles carrying statins 
and directed specifically to the liver sinusoidal endothelial cells (first inducers of liver damage) 
allowing to increase the concentration of the drug to maximize its efficacy and safety, thus 
becoming a useful therapeutic tool for liver diseases.

Partners: 
Mig Wei, Cellvax, SAS, 
Romainville, France

Norman Metanis, The Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem, 
Jerusalem, Israel
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Coordinator:  
May Griffith, Centre de Recherche 
de l’Hôpital Maisonneuve-
Rosemont affilié à l’Université de 
Montréal, CIUSSS de l’Est-de-l’Île-de-
Montréal, Montréal, Canada

Contact: 
may.griffith@umontreal.ca

LIQD-CORNEA
 A LIQuiD CORNEAl glue-filler as an alternative to transplantation in 
high-risk patients 

May Griffith

Cornea transplantation used to treat corneal blindness suffers from severe shortage of donated 
tissues. Globally, 12.7 million patients await transplantation. While short term transplantation 
is highly successful, success rates drop significantly over the long-term and in cases of severe 
pathology.  LIQD-CORNEA aims to alleviate both tissue shortage and graft failure issues. LIQD-
CORNEA will lessen the demand for corneal transplantation by targeting patients with small 
ulcers or perforations that result from damage or severe infections, e.g., HSV viral infections. 
These defects can potentially be patched using our pro-regeneration injectable fillers based 
on artificial collagen and collagen-like peptide analogs (analogous to dental fillers for teeth). 
To address high-risk HSV 
patient needs, we will 
incorporate immune-
compatible anti-viral/anti-
inflammatory peptides 
into our LIQD-CORNEA 
filler, and test different in 
vitro and in vivo methods 
of delivery that include 
the use of nanoparticles 
or engineered stem cells. 
Results obtained will 
potentially revolutionize 
the treatment of corneal 
blindness. 

Partners: 
Illimar Altosaar, Estonian 
University of Life Sciences, 
Tartu, Estonia
Olivier Zelphati , OZ Biosciences, 
Marseille Cedex 09, France
Virginija Bukelskiene, Vilnius 
University, Vilnius, Lithuania
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Coordinator:  
María de la Fuente, Consorcio 
Centro de Investigación Biomédica 
en Red, M.P, Madrid, Spain

Contact: 
maria.fuente.freire@gmail.com
maria.de.la.fuente.freire@sergas.es

METASTARG
Targeted multifunctional nanoemulsions to interrupt metastasis progression

María de la Fuente

Metastasis is the major cause of death in cancer patients with solid tumors. In Non-Small Cell 
Lung Cancer (NSCLC), highly metastatic locally and in distal organs, the 5-year mean survival is 
lower than 5% in the metastatic setting. Occult micrometastases (OM) are, by definition, small 
clusters of metastatic cells, and can only be detected by highly invasive molecular methods, 
remaining largely untreated and eventually leading to the development of overt metastases. 
Early detection of OM and treatment can interrupt metastasis progression and ultimately 
improve survival. 

METASTARG is an innovative solution 
relying on nanotechnology for the early 
detection and treatment of OM to cause a 
direct impact in patient survival, quality of 
life, and health-economics. METASTARG 
Nanoemulsions are developed to identify 
OM by novel characteristic targets 
found in metastatic cells and Interrupt 
Metastasis Progression (NIMPs). This 
unique patient-driven approach has the 
potential to become a gold standard in 
the treatment and monitoring of lung 
cancer. 

Partners: 
Gerónimo Fernandez Gómez-
Chacón, Aptus Biotech S.L. ,
Madrid, Spain
Lorena Diéguez, International 
Iberian Nanotechnology 
Laboratory, Braga, Portugal, 
(Associated partner)
Luca Roz, Fondazione IRCCS 
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori , 
Milan, Italy
Serge Calet, Holochem, Val de 
Reuil, France
Speranta Valeria Tanasescu, 
Speranta Valeria Tanasescu, Institute 
of Physical Chemistry, Romanian 
Academy, Bucharest, Romania
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Coordinator:  
Huan-Cheng Chang, Academia 
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan

Contact: 
hchang@gate.sinica.edu.tw

MoDiaNo
MOlecular DIAgnostic of brain disease mutations in human embryonic stem 
cells derived 2D- and 3D- neuronal cultures, using intracellular naNOparticle 
tracking, synapse naNOscopy, and microcircuit calcium imaging

Huan-Cheng Chang

Advances in genome sequencing technologies have facilitated the detection of de novo 
mutations, but the validation of their functional impact remains a challenge. This project 
aims to (i) develop nanotechnology-based screens of the functional impacts of pre-identified 
brain disease point mutations and (ii) engineer into human embryonic stem cells from which 
2D neuronal cultures and 3D cerebral organoids will be derived. Our screens will rely on (i) 
quantification of intraneuronal transport in these 2D and 3D cultures by tracking optically 

active nanoparticles with very high 
stability, (ii) imaging of key dendritic 
spine proteins and actins with an 
automatized 3D nanoscope, and (iii) 
monitoring neuronal microcircuit 
activities in order to assess synaptic 
consequences of the mutations. 
These complementary readouts are 
expected to generate a molecular 
diagnosis of de novo mutations 
suitable for personalized medicine. 

Partners: 
Wesley (Wei-Wen) Hsiao, FND 
Biotech, Inc, Taipei, Taiwan
Volker Andresen, LaVision BioTec 
GmbH, Bielefeld, Germany
Robert Zweigerdt, Hannover Medical 
School, Hannover, Germany
Michel Simonneau, Ecole 
Normale Supérieure de Paris-
Saclay, Orsay, France
Nicolas Bourg, Abbelight S.A.S., 
Paris, France
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Coordinator:  
 Elisabeth Engel, Institute for 
Bioengineering of Catalonia (IBEC), 
The Barcelona Institute of Science 
and Technology, Barcelona, Spain

Contact: 
eengel@ibecbarcelona.eu

nAngioDerm
Ion-release materials to promote Angiogenesis on DERMal regeneration 

Elisabeth Engel

nAngioDerm will develop nanostructured ion-release platforms and devices that promote the 
in situ regeneration of damaged skin without the need of cells or growth factors. Depending 
on the type of skin injury, the ion-releasing nanocarriers will be: 1) combined with 3D printed 
collagen-based scaffolds as filling and guiding biomaterials for chronic wounds such as diabetic 
or pressure ulcers; or 2) dispersed in a spray or microgels based on a thermo-responsive 
collagen gel for acute wounds related to burns. nAngioDerm’s innovative approach is based 
on the controlled release of bioactive ions (Zn2+, Ag+, Ca2+) from biodegradable polymeric 
nanocarriers. These bioactive ions will promote cell recruitment and colonisation and provide 
an antibacterial effect, as well as triggering the synthesis of angiogenic factors and extracellular 
matrix components that will facilitate reepithelisation, and therefore, wound healing. 

Partners: 
Dimitrios Zeugolis, Technological 
Education Institute of Epirus, 
Arta, Greece
Joan Pere Barret, Hospital 
Universitario Vall d’Hebron 
(HUVH), Barcelona, Spain
Olivier Stéphane, Université 
Grenoble Alpes, Service Courrier 
Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA), 
Grenoble, France
Denis Barbier, MicroLight3D SAS, 
La Tronche, France
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Coordinator:  
Milena Fini, IRCCS Istituto 
Ortopedico Rizzoli, Bologna, Italy

Contact: 
milena.fini@ior.it

NANO-VERTEBRA
Next generation Antibacterial Nanostructured Osseointegrated customized 
VERTEBRAl replacement

Milena Fini

Vertebral body replacement represents one of the most challenging and invasive procedures. 
Even though modern surgical techniques for en bloc resection of vertebral body are 
consolidating, this procedure is burdened by high complication rates (45.5%) as surgical 
site infections, that are critical and difficult to treat, poor bone regeneration and mechanical 
instability, also correlated with infections. NANO-VERTEBRA project proposes a breakthrough 
approach to realize customized prosthesis to replace vertebral bodies affected by tumors or 
major traumatic events, specifically engineered to reduce infections and increase patients’ 

surgical options. The project proposes 
to implement personalized 
vertebral prosthesis, by combining 
nanostructured antibacterial and 
ceramic coatings to prevent infections 
and to promote fast and effective 
bone regeneration.  An optimization 
of implant architecture by 3D 
modeling and additive manufacturing 
technologies will be also performed to 
maximize coverage of the prosthesis 
by nanocoatings, boost integration, 
and guarantee suitable mechanical 
properties and to be patient specific. 

Partners: 
Braic Mariana, National Institute 
for Research and Development 
in Optoelectronics INOE 2000, 
Magurele, Romania
Monopoli Forleo Donato,  
Instituto Tecnologico de Canarias 
S.A., Canary Island,  Spain 
Lu Tung-Wu , National Taiwan 
University, Taipei, Taiwan 
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Coordinator:  
Rafael López, CIBER, Madrid, Spain

Contact: 
rafa.lopez.lopez@gmail.com

PANIPAC
PHOTOACTIVABLE NANOPARTICLES TO IMMUNOSTIMULATE THE TUMOUR 
MICROENVIRONMENT IN PANCREATIC CANCER

Rafael López

There is a pressing medical need to develop innovative therapeutic approaches to improve 
the outcome and survival of pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) patients. While the 
development of immunotherapies has represented a breakthrough that has revolutionized 
oncology treatments, they have proven non-efficacious in pancreatic tumours since they 
are considered non-immunogenic tumours with a tolerogenic/immunosuppressive tumour 
microenvironment. Thus, turning pancreatic tumours into immunogenic tumours could open 
up new treatment avenues, making them candidates for immunotherapies. 
To meet this aim, PANIPAC proposes the development of photoactivable nanoemulsions 
made of bioactive sphingolipids, which via a dual mechanism of action should increase the 
immunogenicity of pancreatic tumours. This goal can be achieved by i) reverting the tolerogenic/
immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment of pancreatic cancer by modulating the 
phenotype of tumor-associated immune cells, and ii) mediating the infiltration of T effector 
lymphocytes to reset the immunogenicity of pancreatic tumours, and make them candidates 
for the development of combinatory therapies with checkpoint inhibitors and/or other immune 
therapies such as bispecific antibodies. If successful, the project would have an enormous 
socio-economic impact worldwide.

Partners: 
Bruno Sainz, Jr,  Universidad 
Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Maria Pia Protti,  IRCCS Ospedale 
San Raffaele, Milan, Italy 
Simona Mura, CNRS, Paris, France 
Serge Calet,  Holochem, Val de Reuil, 
France
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Coordinator:  
Jose A. García-Salcedo,
Instituto de Investigación 
Biosanitaria de Granada, Spain

Contact: 
jags@genyo.es

TARBRAINFEC
Nanosystems conjugated with antibody fragments to target/treat 
brain infections

Jose Antonio García-Salcedo

A major obstacle for curing brain diseases is the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which impedes 
therapeutic agents to reach the brain and target the related pathogens. In this project, we want 
to develop a drug delivery nanosystem 
coated with antibody fragments, called 
nanobodies (Nbs) as a proof of concept 
for targeting brain infections caused by 
bacteria, virus and parasite. These Nbs 
will be then conjugated to the drug-
loaded nanoparticles constructed using 
polymer or dendrimer nanovectors. 
The success of this project will validate 
the proof-of-concept study to combine 
the nanobody technology with the 
nanotechnology based drug delivery 
for effectively overcoming BBB and 
targeting pathogens in brain infections. 
We expect to generate clinical useful 
pilot results for the best performing 
candidates for future translation, and at 
the same time, research data of general 
scientific interest useful to the broad 
scientific community.

Partners: 
Ling Peng, Centre Nationale de 
Recherche Scientifique, Marseille, France
Sylwia Czarnocka-Śniadała, 
NanoSanguis Ltd., Warsaw, Poland
Antonio Alcamí, Centro de Biologia 
Molecular Severo Ochoa, Spanish 
Research Council, Madrid, Spain
Mangesh Bhide, Institute of 
Neuroimmunology, Slovak academy 
of Sciences, Kosice, Slovakia
Aristidis Tsatsakis, University of 
Crete, Athens, Greece


